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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.0.9 

 

General 

 AFOG-9WFPYN - If you tried to link a new drawing in the Preparation procedure, it was impossible to save 
if there also was a linked comment or a drawing whose text number was missing in the database. 

 AFOG-9WGKG3 - News: The setting Export Reference Barcode (Unifaun/Pacsoft) is added under the Extra 
info button in the Update Supplier procedure. 

 AFOG-9WXGMH - The icons in My windows and on the toolbar My windows wasn’t displayed. 

 PFLN-9WYA4X - Prefix with mandatory selection suggested the first prefix, not the last used when 
registering orders. For instance if you use the prefix A; B and C and you had registered an order with the 
prefix B, the system suggested the prefix A when registering next order. 

 MWIK-9WYG3H - The Logon window suggested incorrect company if Login=1 was set in monitor.ini. If the 
user had an own setting, the user’s own setting didn’t work. 

 JEDS-9X39P4 - Some PDF-files couldn’t be displayed in the Document Viewer. 

 JELA-9X6JE3 - The loading of name and icon for default program for file format took long time or caused a 
program error in the Export window. (The window for exporting to Excel, PDF among other formats.) 

Manufacturing 

 MWIK-9VRAJ9 - When you printed Transport labels in the Print Transport Labels (Manufacturing) 
procedure, there were duplicates of the printout if the Part had Stock settings in several Locations. 

 JLÖR-9W8HRM - The Pick List (Manufacturing) procedure also included parts with No stock update when 
you controlled Only complete orders. 

 JLIN-9WQH97 - In the Manufacturing Order Info procedure was only Comments displayed from 
reportings, if there was a comment on the last recording/reporting.  

Purchase 

 MWIK-9VYD2R - It wasn’t possible to use the arrow buttons to sort the order on selected fields in the 
window Configure import file in the Price Import procedure. 

 LREM-9W2CS5 - Different dates were displayed in the Intrastat Import report and the Intrastat Control. 

 SSÖG-9W3CCV - With Alternate unit as default value and EOQ set to 1 as a default value, the quantity on 
the order row became incorrect when you registered Purchase orders in the Register Purchase Order 
procedure. 

 LAHM-9WBGUA - If you deleted a payment out in the Cancel Outgoing Payments procedure, the 
Supplier invoice incorrectly got status Authorize for Payment. 

 KFTM-9WGH6C - Now it’s possible to only see the Supplier invoices that are preliminary coded in the 
Payment Forecasts procedure if you select on a Preliminary coding account.  

 FOHN-9X7AS6 - The Refill List – Purchase procedure created purchase order rows with incorrect 

quantity. 
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Sales 

 BSAN-7YSH86 - If the Setting Warn if balance is negative during Delivery Reporting? was activated, it also 
warned when you delivery reported rows with automatically created Set price rows (even row type 2 gave 
warnings). 

 CSIG-9GAB67 - If you used the Info menu on Order number in the Order List – Subcontract procedure 
classified on Work center, MONITOR would shut down with a program error. 

 CSIG-9PMAYW - It was possible to register Customer orders on Fictitious Parts that contained blocked 
parts. 

 CSIG-9TUKM6 - The tab order in the Register Service Order procedure is adjusted. 

 LREM-9UHERP - If there were no Accounts Receivable records in the system, an error message was 
displayed in the Ledger info component on the Start page. 

 SSÖG-9URHKG - There could be a minor difference (1 öre) in the FF segment in the export file for Format 
10319 in the Print EDI Invoices procedure. 

 FOHN-9XDD5H - News for systems used in Finland: The buyers VAT in the Finvoice file previously used 
information from the Corporate ID field in the Update Customer procedure. This is changed and the 
information is loaded from the new field VAT number in the Update Customer procedure. 

 CSIG-9VMF9C - If you created a Customer order with Row type 2 on a Part that later will be registered as a 
Configured part, an error message was displayed if you changed from Row type 2 to 1 on the order. This 
error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

 CSIG-9VMGFX - If you created Customer orders from Quotes, the Customer order got incorrect e-mail 
address. 

 CSIG-9VSGZ6 - No warning message was displayed in the Register Basic Data – Service procedure if 
you tried to delete a Service technician that was registered on a Service order. 

 MSVK-9W3DDP - If you in the Update Accounts Receivable Ledger procedure deleted an On account 
payment that had a Currency entered in the Quantity field, the accounting became incorrect.  

 SSTG-9WAACP - The Quantity and Price each field in the Register Service Order procedure is opened for 
editing even if Cost type and Pricing isn’t selected. 

 LAHM-9WBB8G - This only applies systems used in Lithuania: If you in a Lithuanian system used the 
Customer / Supplier Balance – Summary procedure, MONITOR would shut down with a program error 
if you listed the Ledger summary. 

 FOHN-9WFKQX - Unifaun changes codes for the services DHL Euroconnect and Euroconnect Plus. 

 FOHN-9WN8WP - News: The new routing code DHL 2015-04-02 is implemented. 

 SSÖG-9WPKHA - The GS1 code that is registered on the Part shall be exported in Order response format 
619 in the Import EDI Orders procedure. 

 SSÖG-9WQCM9 - If you imported very large files in the Forecast / EDI Import procedure using EDI 
Data, it took very long time to save the file. 

 SSÖG-9WR9CT - If you sent order responses in the Import EDI Orders procedure and had undefined 
yellow highlighted parts on the rows, MONITOR would shut down with a program error when you sent the 

response. 

 LAHM-9WRGUZ - Problems could occur if you attached the Interest invoice as a XML-file in the e-mail 
message. 

 FOHN-9WVKUL - The setting Export to customs data system under the Extra info button in the Update 
Customer procedure was previously only available in systems with adaptation 121. 

 CSIG-9WXGFQ - This only applies to systems used in Finland and China. You could incorrectly get VAT on 
Quotes/Customer orders if you during certain circumstances added rows on a VAT free Invoice basis. This 
could occur if the Setting "Show only total price on quote/customer order/invoice" was activated. 
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 AFOG-9WYJVN - A warning message window that is displayed when data is loaded in the Payment 
Forecasts procedure is changed in order to improve Auto Runs of the procedure. 

 AFOG-9WYK7H - A warning dialog box that is displayed when data is loaded in the Delivery List procedure 
is modified in order to improve AutoRuns of the procedure. 

 LREM-9X5D5N - If you used a Polish form set and had several invoice basis on a Comprehensive invoice, 
the Sales date on the Invoice header could be incorrect. 

 SSTG-9X795B - List type Only total in the Order List – Service procedure classified by Order number 
wasn’t sorted by Order number. 

 AFOG-9X7AE4 - If you exported Shipment info from the Print Shipping Documents procedure to 
Memnon, the Additional Services G7-G12 for DHL Paket was exported on incorrect position on the row in 
the file. 

Inventory 

 JLIN-9P3FPC - No matter which classification is entered as a default value in the WIP List procedure, the 
list type will be correct. 

 SSTG-9WQARR - It wasn’t possible to attach the Nonconformity report in e-mail messages in the Register 
Nonconformity procedure. 

 PFLN-9WV93X - A program error occurred when you printed Stock orders from the Purchase Order 
Suggestion procedure. 

 SWIO-9WYAGJ - An error message was displayed in the Run Netting procedure if you used it with 
Configured parts. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

 JLIN-9X3HWP - The padlock icon wasn’t displayed on rows that were impossible to release to orders in the 
Refill List – Purchase and Refill List – Manufacturing procedures. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-9W7KGF - It wasn’t possible to adjust time on work after blocking an employee. 

 JLIN-9WMGAS - News: The Parts unit will be displayed next to the Planned quantity on the Info tab in the 
Priority Planning and Recording Terminal procedures. 

Accounting 

 MSVK-9URAUY - If you had entered a Cost type in the Search form in the Project Summary procedure 
and then changed classification, MONITOR could shut down with a program error. 

 LREM-9WMDQK - During certain circumstances it wasn’t possible to insert rows in the Register Vouchers 
procedure. 

 KFTM-9WVGVA - If you printed a journal without transactions and you had the setting "Integration basis 
with total for customer invoices?" activated, there was too much space between the rows on the printouts. 

 KFTM-9WWFFP - It wasn’t possible to delete a row in the Register Vouchers procedure before you had 
saved. 

 SHYS-9X6DL7 - Copy M-orders to selection by using the Info menu didn’t work in the Management 
Accounting Reconciliation procedure. 

General Settings 

 SSÖG-9WAFBU - News: An EDI link with a defined Blackbox start-up will log return values in Medi2.log. 
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 AFOG-9WRFUP - The number of Recording Licenses for Work Recording wasn’t displayed in the Users 
procedure in systems without the supplement Warehouse management. 

Management Accounting 

 SHYS-9WMJLS - If you had adjusted the price on Configured parts, the Calculation diff. could display red 
records on this Part, even if there were no price changes to enter in the ledger. This could occur if the 
Configured part had a balance in Total WIP to stock and if you had the Price alternative Booked calculation 
diff on the Coding ID for Calculation differences. These balances shall not be booked by the Price Change 
Log and shall not be managed as a Calculation diff. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-9WBCMH - It’s no longer possible to add the same part twice in the same Selection group in a 
Configuration. This only applies to systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 


